
Give managers a
superpower
Insights from a panel discussion



The Manager's Paradox

We know that bad managers are the
number one reason people leave
companies. Many see cutting out middle
management and creating flatter
structures, as a path to innovation, agility,
and better communication. 

Are our managers deployed in the wrong
places on the wrong tasks?

of HR Leaders are prioritising
training managers in 2023.*60%

*Source: Gartner Survey of HR leaders, 2022
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Maybe the solution is to make our managers,
better managers by training them in the skills
they need to build high performing teams.
Teams where folks want to stay because they
feel valued. 

But at the same time managers are the
glue that binds teams together. They are
the super connectors. That’s the paradox.



How do we get there?

Middle managers have a unique view on the
day-to-day execution of tasks. They build
relationships with employees at all levels,
unlike the C-Suite and top layers of
management who tend to miss the vibe.

Skills such as empathy and trust-building are
vital to the creation of safe environments where
teams can share their challenges. It is managers
who create these settings for success. They are
also the first people to see visible changes so
they can spot and report back on productivity
increases. 

Managers trained in soft skills can cascade
learning that delivers long-term benefits. 

Tip from industry leaders: Track behaviour
change and measure outcomes of training over
time. That way behaviours become habits.

In tech we know that managers
are the lynchpins holding an
organisation together. But,
their role in adding value to
teams and driving productivity
is often overlooked. 

Matthew Murray
Learning and Leadership

Development
ex-Google/McKinsey
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What skills does the modern 
manager need?
Modern managers don’t simply oversee
tasks. They optimise teams’ performance by
acting as guides or mentors. It’s their job to
connect the company's vision to everyone’s
purpose and goals. 

To do this they need empathy, the ability to
build trust, to influence, and tell compelling
stories. These are human skills. 
Hard-to-learn skills.

Emerging tech, flexible work
formats & the weight of the
pandemic brings us the unique
opportunity to redefine the
future of work. This means
shifting focus from
“employability” (expecting
employees to upskill themselves)
to “employer ability” (investing
in your workforce to attract
employees and retain them).

Shweta Mohanty Roy
VP - Head of Human

Resources
SAP in India
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Science of Learning
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Many leadership training options and content
libraries do not deliver long-term behavioural
change.

Learning must be intentional. It starts with the
science of learning. Developing behaviours takes
time, repetition, and reinforcement.
 
Employers need to focus on developing skills that
are attractive to managers, because 45% of them
are not confident they can even acquire the skills
needed today.*

Hardskills data shows us the top 3 skills in demand
with managers.

1
2
3

TIME MANAGEMENT

COMMUNICATION

THE ABILITY TO SELL
& INFLUENCE
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Provide learning opportunities at all levels so employees have the freedom
& flexibility to find their spark and grow in their own unique way. Managers
are your best partners to help employees find this inner drive.

Anuradha Khosla
Senior VP, HR & Talent Development

HCLTech

Developing managers at scale
What do we need? Managers can be the
answer to increasing employee retention
and boosting productivity if trained the right
way. They must be able to motivate
employees, mediate conflict and effectively
convey the organisation's vision.

Employees want a learning culture and a
chance to develop their skillsets. Managers
are the key to building this at scale. As they
disperse knowledge, empathy, and other
capabilities to teams, they unlock a network
effect.

HARDSKILLS | Harness the Power of the Manager



of managers saw an
increase in confidence. 56%
average objective
knowledge gain.52%
higher meeting
effectiveness by using
agendas & following up. 25%
better communication
and influencing skills.31%
strengthened ability to
say NO when required. 44%

Our Data
Time Management, Communication and the
Ability to Sell & Influence were the top skills in
demand among managers completing our
Global Business Skills course. Their post-course
self-ratings showed vast improvements in
each of these areas and more.
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*Managers make up 40% of HARDSKILLS learners. We assessed the
gaps in their skillsets and found key areas with the highest impact/
biggest improvement post-course. 
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Empower your managers. 
Train the skills they need to grow.

TALK TO US

http://www.hardskills.com/

